IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS
JEHAN ZEB MIR,
Plaintiff,
Case No. 15-9097-JAR-JPO

v.
JAY BROWN, et al.,
Defendants.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Plaintiff Zehan Zeb Mir, proceeding pro se, filed this case in May 2015 against Kansas
Defendants Jay Brown and Westport Insurance Corporation (“Westport Defendants”), and
against California Defendants Iungerich & Spackman, a Professional Law Corporation (“I & S”),
Russell Iungerich, and Paul Spackman (collectively “I & S Defendants”). Plaintiff seeks
monetary damages for federal and California state law claims. The Court previously granted the
Westport Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, as joined by individual Defendants Iungerich and
Spackman, on grounds that Plaintiff’s claims are barred by the doctrine of res judicata, and
incorporates that order by reference herein.1 The Court also ordered I & S to show cause, in
writing, why default should not be entered against it in this matter pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.
55(a).2 I & S responded and this matter is now before the Court on I & S’s Motion to Dismiss
for Failure to State a Claim under Rule 12(b)(2) and (6), on the grounds that this Court lacks
personal jurisdiction and alternatively, that Plaintiff’s claim is barred by the doctrine of res
judicata. (Doc. 36). For the reasons explained below, the Court grants I & S’s motion, declines
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to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s state law claims, and dismisses the case in
its entirety.
I.

Discussion
A. Failure to Respond
As an initial matter, Plaintiff has failed to respond to the Motion to Dismiss. Under D.

Kan. Rule 7.4(b),
Absent a showing of excusable neglect, a party or attorney who fails to
file a responsive brief or memorandum within the time specified in D.
Kan. Rule 6.1(d) waives the right to later file such brief or
memorandum. If a responsive brief or memorandum is not filed
within the Rule 6.1(d) time requirements, the court will consider and
decide the motion as an uncontested motion. Ordinarily, the court will
grant the motion without further notice.
Accordingly, the Court may grant I & S’s Motion to Dismiss as uncontested. Out of an
abundance of caution, the Court considers the substance of the motion below.
B. Personal Jurisdiction
“The standard that governs a Rule 12(b)(2) motion to dismiss for lack of personal
jurisdiction is well established: plaintiff bears the burden of establishing personal jurisdiction
over a defendant.”3 In the preliminary stages of litigation, this burden is light, and courts accept
as true all well-pleaded, non-conclusory facts alleged by the plaintiff, unless those facts are
controverted by affidavit.4
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The Kansas long-arm statute is construed to allow jurisdiction to the full extent permitted
by due process.5 To satisfy due process, the nonresidential defendant must have certain
minimum contacts with the forum such that the imposition of jurisdiction would not “offend
traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.”6
The “minimum contacts” standard may be met in one of two ways. First, a defendant
who has “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum state brings itself within the
general jurisdiction of that state.7 Second, where the activities of a defendant in a forum state are
isolated or do not otherwise rise to the level necessary for an exercise of general jurisdiction, a
court may exercise specific jurisdiction over the defendant if the defendant has “purposefully
directed” its acts at residents of the forum and the claims at issue “arise out of or relate to” those
activities.8 This analysis is two-fold. First, the court must determine whether the nonresident
defendant “has such minimum contacts with the forum state ‘that he should reasonably anticipate
being haled into court there.’”9 Within this inquiry, the court must evaluate whether the
defendant purposefully directed its activities at the forum state and whether the plaintiff’s claims
arise out of actions by the defendant that create a substantial connection with the forum.10
Second, if the court finds that the defendant has the sufficient minimum contacts, the court must
consider whether an exercise of jurisdiction over the defendant is reasonable—i.e., whether it
“offends ‘traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.’”11
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The Court finds that I & S lacks the contacts necessary to support the exercise of personal
jurisdiction under either standard. Plaintiff’s complaint alleges that his action arises in the
context of two judgments entered by a “California state court” and money owed to I & S as a
result of two separate judgments in attorney fees against Plaintiff. While Plaintiff claims I & S
engaged in an alleged “conspiracy” with other named defendants to “double-dip” and defraud
Plaintiff of money owed to I & S as fees, all conduct at issue is claimed in connection with
California litigation and the purported “influence” I & S exercised over “the justices of the
California state court of appeal(s) (sic)” rather than any alleged actions or connection with the
State of Kansas. Accordingly, the Court grants I & S’s motion to dismiss for lack of personal
jurisdiction.
C. Res Judicata
Alternatively, if this Court were to exercise jurisdiction, dismissal is appropriate under
Rule 12(b)(6). To survive a motion to dismiss brought under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), a
complaint must contain factual allegations that, when assumed to be true, “raise a right to relief
above the speculative level”12 and must include “enough facts to state a claim for relief that is
plausible on its face.”13 Under this standard, “the complaint must give the court reason to
believe that this plaintiff has a reasonable likelihood of mustering factual support for these
claims.”14 The plausibility standard does not require a showing of probability that “a defendant
has acted unlawfully,” but requires more than “a sheer possibility.”15 “[M]ere ‘labels and
conclusions,’ and ‘a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action’ will not suffice; a
12
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plaintiff must offer specific factual allegations to support each claim.”16 Finally, the court must
accept the nonmoving party’s factual allegations as true and may not dismiss on the ground that
it appears unlikely the allegations can be proven.17
The Supreme Court has explained the analysis as a two-step process. For the purposes of
a motion to dismiss, the court “must take all the factual allegations in the complaint as true, [but
is] ‘not bound to accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a factual allegation.’”18 Thus, the
court must first determine if the allegations are factual and entitled to an assumption of truth, or
merely legal conclusions that are not entitled to an assumption of truth.19 Second, the court must
determine whether the factual allegations, when assumed true, “plausibly give rise to an
entitlement to relief.”20 “A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content
that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the
misconduct alleged.”21
A district court can take judicial notice of its own decisions and records in a prior case
involving the same parties without converting a motion to dismiss the later case into a motion for
summary judgment.22
“Because res judicata is an affirmative defense, the burden of proof rests with the
defendant.”23 The defense can be presented “on records from prior cases with the same
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parties.”24 The court may “take judicial notice of publicly-filed records in our court and certain
other courts concerning matters that bear directly upon the disposition of the case at hand.”25
“The preclusive effect of a judgment is defined by claim preclusion and issue preclusion,
which are collectively referred to as ‘res judicata.’”26 As relevant here, “[c]laim preclusion
generally refers to the effect of a prior judgment in foreclosing successive litigation of the very
same claim, whether or not relitigation of the claim raises the same issues as the earlier suit.”27
Claim preclusion requires: “(1) a final judgment on the merits in an earlier action; (2) identity of
the parties in the two suits; and (3) identity of the cause of action in both suits.”28 If these
requirements are met, res judicata is appropriate if the party had a “full and fair opportunity” to
litigate the claim in the prior suit.29 “To determine what constitutes a ‘cause of action’ for
preclusion purposes, this court has adopted the ‘transactional approach’ found in the Restatement
(Second) of Judgments § 24.”30 This approach, as adopted by the Tenth Circuit, states:
[A] final judgment extinguishes all rights of the plaintiff to remedies
against the defendant with respect to all or any part of the transaction,
or series of connected transactions, out of which the action arose.
What constitutes a “transaction” or a “series” is to be determined
pragmatically considering whether the facts are related in time, space,
origin, or motivation, and whether they form a convenient trial unit.31
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In making its determination as to whether the claim or issue preclusion factors are met,
the Court will examine the record from the 2014 California federal action to determine whether
Plaintiff’s lawsuit is barred with respect to I & S.
The elements of claim preclusion are easily satisfied with respect to I & S. The 2014
California federal action (1) ended in a judgment on the merits of Plaintiff’s federal claims in
that case; (2) included I & S as a defendant; and (3) the suit was based on the same causes of
action. To the extent Plaintiff did not state a claim for conspiracy to violate civil rights in his
2014 federal action, claim preclusion bars his claim here if Plaintiff could have asserted this
claim based upon the same facts alleged in the complaint in this case. The facts alleged in this
case and the 2014 federal action are nearly identical, and there is nothing to suggest that Plaintiff
could not have raised his conspiracy claim in the 2014 federal action. Notably, all of the
underlying facts involve the I & S Defendants’ attempts to collect the very same debt in the 2014
action that is now the subject of the instant action and that forms the basis of Plaintiff’s claims in
this case. There was nothing precluding Plaintiff from raising a conspiracy to violate civil rights
claim, arising from the same set of facts alleged here, in the 2014 federal action. Finally,
Plaintiff does not suggest that he lacked a full and fair opportunity to litigate his claims.
Further, the Court takes judicial notice that on June 1, 2015, after the 2014 federal action
was dismissed, and while Plaintiff’s appeal to the Ninth Circuit was pending, Plaintiff filed a
second federal lawsuit against I & S and FRBC in the Central District of California asserting
claims for violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”), intentional
interference with contractual rights under § 1981, violation of California’s FDCPA, judicial
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estoppel and accounting, malicious prosecution, and intentional infliction of emotional distress.32
The California district court, which also presided over the 2014 federal action, granted FRBC
and I & S’s motions to dismiss with respect to Plaintiff’s federal claims as barred by the doctrine
of claim preclusion and declined to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s state law
claims.33 The court also held, for the second time, that it was clear that Plaintiff’s federal claims
could not be saved by amendment and thus dismissed the federal claims with prejudice to
refiling.34 Plaintiff appealed this decision to the Ninth Circuit, which affirmed dismissal of the
federal claims on the basis of res judicata.35 Accordingly, Plaintiff’s federal claims against I & S
have now been dismissed twice; the Ninth Circuit has affirmed both judgments of dismissal.
Plaintiff’s present claim against I & S is subject to dismissal for the same reasons.
D. Supplemental Jurisdiction Over Remaining State Law Claims
In addition to his federal claims, Plaintiff asserts claims for “extrinsic fraud” and
intentional infliction of emotional distress, both based on the I & S Defendants’ collection
efforts. It appears that Plaintiff brings these claims under California state law. A district court
may “decline to exercise supplemental jurisdiction” over state law claims if the court “has
dismissed all claims over which it has original jurisdiction.”36 The Supreme Court has advised
that, absent another ground for federal subject matter jurisdiction, “when the federal-law claims
have dropped out of the lawsuit in its early stages and only state-law claims remain, the federal
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court should decline the exercise of jurisdiction by dismissing the case without prejudice.”37 The
Tenth Circuit counsels courts to “generally decline to exercise supplemental jurisdiction when no
federal claims remain because “[n]otions of comity and federalism demand that a state court try
its own lawsuits, absent compelling reasons to the contrary.”38 Because the Court dismisses
Plaintiff’s federal claims against all Defendants, it also declines to exercise supplemental
jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s state law claims—just as the California district court did in the 2014
federal action—and dismisses these claims without prejudice.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY THE COURT that I & S’s Motion to Dismiss
(Doc. 36) is granted; Plaintiff’s claims against I & S are dismissed without prejudice.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Court declines to exercise supplemental
jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s state law claims; this matter is dismissed in its entirety.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: August 19, 2019
S/ Julie A. Robinson
JULIE A. ROBINSON
CHIEF UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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